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Safety Hazard – Excavation Near Electrical
Infrastructure
Overview
ENMAX Power has identified an increasing trend of construction sites failing to follow ENMAX Power’s Ground
Disturbance Guidelines. Unsafe grading, surface construction and building construction activities have resulted in
a severe public safety hazard with exposure of energized infrastructure.
Construction fences and barricades protecting transformers have been removed. Excavation activities near
energized transformers has resulted in exposed and/or damaged ground wire. Contact with exposed and/or
damaged ground wire can result in injury or death. Only ENMAX approved workers can handle the exposed
ground wire for energized equipment. Public and external construction contractors must not handle the
exposed and/or damaged ground wire.
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Ground Disturbance Guidelines
Ground disturbance, or excavations, poses significant hazards to workers and the public. In accordance with
Alberta Occupational Health and Safety and the Alberta Electrical Utility Code, individuals and companies MUST
comply with ENMAX Power’s Ground Disturbance Guidelines when excavating near ENMAX facilities.
See https://www.enmax.com/xSafetySite/Documents/Ground_Disturbance_Guidelines.pdf for more information.

Excavation Near Transformers (excerpts from guidelines):
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Previous Communication with Developer Community
Working with BILD Calgary, ENMAX Power has communicated requirements multiple times:
•

November 2018 – ENMAX Power implemented mandatory requirement to install protective barriers (BILD
Bulletin 2018-#50) as a result of safety hazard

•

September 2019 – Requirement communicated again (BILD Bulletin 2019-#72) as issue persisted and
additional damage to telecommunication equipment occurring
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Next Steps
Safety is ENMAX Power’s top priority and measures must be taken to ensure standards are followed:
•

ENMAX Power is seeking input from industry as we explore new measures and or standards to put in
place to ensure standards and safety protocols are adhered to and public safety hazards are mitigated.

•

ENMAX Power will provide, free of charge, Hazardous Electrical Awareness Tutorials (HEAT) to all parties,
and work with them to go over project and situational specific requirements. Please contact
hotdigs@enmax.com to coordinate.

•

If the public safety hazard continues to persist, ENMAX Power may be required to issue STOP WORK
ORDERS to ensure public safety. ENMAX Power may also notify Alberta OH&S.

•

Please contact 403-514-6100 to report any hazards as shown above.

•

ENMAX Power requests input and feedback from BILD Calgary on the following items:
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o

Suggestions and information related to source of issue (ie. education/training, project timing, etc)

o

What ideas might you have to ensure developers and excavators are aware of and adhere to the
standards in place (ie. Ground Disturbance Guidelines)?

o

As per the feedback requested above, please respond with information and suggestions to
Safety@enmax.com. We request that you respond no later than Friday, May 21, 2021.
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